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 I. Introduction II. METC–EERC EM Cooperative Agreement:

The task of restoring nuclear defense complex
sitesunder the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) The"valley of death" takesmanyforms. For
Environmental Management(EM) Program presents thesmall business technologist, commercialization
an unprecedentedchallenge to the environmental prospects are hampered bylimited testing and
restoration community. Effective and efficient demonstration capabilities, limited capital,and,
cleanup requires thetimely development or specific to the EMprogram, alimited knowledge of
modification of novel cleanup technologies DOE and EM site needs. Successful
applicable to radioactive wastes. Fostering the commercialization and deployment mayhinge on the
commercialization of these innovative technologies successful resolution of technical issues outside the
is the mission ofEM-50, the EM Program Office of traditionalfocus of the technologydeveloper.
Science and Technology. However, efforts are often Deployment of the technologydepends on
arrested at the"valley of death," the generalterm for scientificallysound, representativefield tests
barriers to demonstration, commercialization, and coupledwith knowledge of themarketwithin the
deployment. The Energy & Environmental DOE complex and access to cleanup sites.
Research Center (EERC), a not-for-profit, contract-
supported organization focused on research, Activities under the METC–EERC EM
development, demonstration, and commercialization Cooperative Agreement are designed to minimize
(RDD&C) of energy and environmental commercialization barriers, particularly for thesmall
technologies, is in the secondyear of acooperative business technologist, through an active process
agreementwith the DOE MorgantownEnergy involving focused technical assistance, partnership
Technology Center(METC) designed to deliver EM brokering, and real-world demonstration. Inorder
technologies into the commercial marketplace to realizethis goal, theprogram uses a mix of core
through a unique combination of technicalsupport, fundingfrom DOE andjoint venture capital from
real-world demonstration, and brokering.This the privatesector to support itsactivities and to
paperprofiles thisprogram and the part it isplaying ensure stakeholder involvement. DOE funding of
in the ongoing development and commercialization the METC–EERC EM Cooperative Agreement
of several promising environmental technologies. provides seedmoney for commercialization
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activities. The EERC works to expand and technology demonstration sites. For example,
supplementthis corefunding by pursuing funding the EERC has access to a remediation
under other research programs and in the private demonstrationsite in Alberta, Canada,
sector. The development ofjoint private through a relationship with the Canadian
sector–public funding partnerships is the Association of PetroleumProducers,Gulf
cornerstone of the program,which brings Canada, and the DOEJointly Sponsored
government and private sector interests together to Research Program. Further, the EERC has an
facilitate commercialization and ensure a private established trackrecord forscientifically
sector stake in thetechnology. soundfield test design, oversight, and

METC–EERC EM Cooperative Agreement
seeks to workwith select technologies nearing Creating amarketable technology toaddress EM
commercialization. Once a promising technology is cleanup needs accomplishesonly part of the EM-50
identified, EERC activitiesunder the Cooperative mission. Technologies must besuccessfully
Agreement include thefollowing: deployed at EM sites tojustify thepublic and private

• Partnerships are developedwith small communicationbarrierswithin the DOEcomplex
business technologists and technology must be addressed to achieve effective deployment.
vendors. Under the Cooperative Agreement, the EERC works

• Key technology commercialization barriers and technology needs, tosupport development of
are identified, and a strategy isdeveloped to the information packages required byclient sites for
address those barriers. the evaluation and deployment ofinnovative cleanup

• Focusedtechnicalsupport is applied to technology access.
resolve key technical barriers. The EERC
brings to theprogram a wide range of
technical expertise and state-of-the-art III. Commercialization Activities
facilities for investigating chemical,thermal,
and physicalprocesses. The EERCfacilities TheMETC–EERC Cooperative Agreement is
are capable of testing and demonstrating currentlyfacilitating the EM deployment of the eight
technologies from laboratory to pilot scale innovative environmental technologies profiled on
and are suitable to conduct tests representing Table 2. The choice of these candidate technologies
a wide range ofphysicalconditions. An reflects the commitment to ensuringfully applicable
evaluation of the EERCcore expertisewith commercial EM cleanup technologies. First, the
respect to EM-50technology needs is technologieswere asolid matchwith theneeds of
illustrated in Table 1. Core competency is EMsite cleanup. As illustrated in Table 1, these
particularly strong for extraction/analysis, technologies have primary applications in the Mixed
treatment, and separations,which translates Waste, Tank Waste, and Decontamination and
into strengths in the crosscutting technology Decommissioning focusareas. Application potential
areas of separations and treatment. Matches ishigh in other focus areas for most of the
for EM focus areas are particularly strong for technologies. Second, these technologies represent
plumes, tank wastes, and decontamination and a solid matchwith the EERC'scoretechnical
decommissioning. strengths; that is, the EERC can provide solid

• Field testing needs are evaluated, andfield activities fallunder theExtraction/Analysis, Thermal
test design and site access areaddressed. Conversion, and Separationscorestrength areas.
Because of regulatory constraints andliability Third, the technologies eithercame from the private
concerns, access tofield test sites can be a sector or were determined, based onpreliminary
formidable obstacle to the demonstration of inquiries, to have ahigh probability of attracting
promising EM technologies for inexperienced private sector partners. In otherwords, the
technologyproviders. The EERC's growing technologieswere judged to be marketable in the
family of industrial partners provides the private sector. At the time ofthis writing, as shown
potential for access to a widevariety of in Table 2, all of the technologies have a private

evaluation.

investment. A variety ofcultural, institutional, and

as an active partner to understandclient site issues

technologies, and tosupport the brokering of

technicalsupport. Asshown on Table 1, the
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sector partner, or private sector partnerships are B. Thermal Treatment of Organics in
pending. The candidate technologies represent a Mixed Waste
mix of private sector technologies and technologies
developed at the EERC. Appropriate steps have The diverse properties of mixed-waste plastics
been taken to addressconflict of interest concerns. and resins have thwarted application of conventional

In the following sections the role of the EERC chemical feedstocks orsafelydisposable materials.
program in commercialization anddeployment Because of their unique chemistry,polyethylene
strategies is described foreight technologies. The terephthalate(PET) andpolyvinyl chloride (PVC)
activitiesdescribed for A–D are under way and the pose particular reprocessingchallenges for plastics,
remaining activities areproposed for Year 3 of the and the presence of radionuclides compounds the
program. challenge. The EERC, in partnershipwith the

A. Centrifugal Membrane Filtration companies, has developed an innovativetechnology

Large volumes of liquids contaminatedwith streams,including automotiveshredder wastes and
heavymetals radionuclides and other contaminants chemicalspill residuals. Thisprocess,which utilizes
exist at DOE andDepartment of Defense sites. a low-temperature thermal depolymerization
Pretreatment of the liquids is oftenrequired to technology, is being modified toform the basis of a
remove suspended andcolloidal solids to improve commercially viablerecyclingprocess able to
the operation and efficiency of selected treatment accommodate a widevariety ofmixed- waste
technologies. SpinTek MembraneSystems, Inc., has organicsfrom laboratory and productionfacilities
developed a novel centrifugalmembranefiltration that handle low-level nuclear materials. The EERC
process to accomplish difficult separationsunder has providedtesting facilities, technicalsupport,
harsh conditions. The SpinTek technology provides support for private sector partnership development,
an effective means of waste separation and waste access to EM site sample materials, andsupport for
volume reduction,while producing a solids-free EM site deployment.
effluent and low-volume concentrate stream.

The EERC has recentlycompleted a number of Environmental Technology & Services (S&W) for
tasks tosupport rapidtechnology deployment, assistance in technology assessment and has initiated
including 1) aproblemdefinition and opportunity discussions withother commercialization partners
assessment survey, 2)process performance regardingtechnical and economic evaluation of the
verification, 3)membranescreening and selection EERC process as a commercial treatment option.
specific to radioactive tank wastes, 4)process These discussions have indicated thatinitial
performance evaluationusing asurrogate tank commercialization efforts should be targeted at
waste, and 5) development of process data toallow application of theprocess to spent(fully loaded)
optimization of the technology forappropriate DOE ion-exchangeresinsused to remove radionuclides
waste stream remediation. from aqueoussolution at nuclearpowerfacilities.

Based on the successful demonstration of the conductedwith commercial ion-exchange resin
SpinTek process, thetechnology has excellent loaded at the EERCwith saturation levels of
potential to meet EM cleanup needs for avariety of nonradioactivecesium. Tests have also been
applications to liquid waste streams,including tank conductedwith surrogate-spiked postconsumer
wastes, process liquids, secondaryliquid waste plastic waste containing weighedamounts of
streams, and contaminated groundwaters. polycarbonate, Tyvec®, nylon, and acrylonitrile
Continued testing of the SpinTek systemwill focus butadienestyrene(ABS), which are significant
on modifications to enhance the shear pattern across components of nuclearindustry laboratory waste
the membrane surface to effect improved long-term streams. For both theresin and waste plastic tests,
performance. analyticaldetectionlimits havebeen lowered to

methods for their reprocessing toyield recyclable

American Plastics Council,DOE, and other U.S.

to thermallydecomposeconventional organic waste

The EERC has contractedwith Stone & Webster

Process demonstration work has focused on tests

5–50 ppb toprovide a moredefinitive
demonstration of process performance.
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C. Laser Cleaning of Contaminated D. SFE–IR/FT-IR Rapid Organics Field
Painted Surfaces Screening Unit

Paint contaminatedwith radionuclides andother Obtaining cost-effective,accurate, and precise
hazardous materials is common in DOEfacilities. analyses for organic contaminants in soilspresents a
Facility decommissioning and decontamination major challenge tosite cleanup.
requires the removal of contaminated paint.Paint
removal technologies include laser- and abrasive- Field determination of organic pollutants insoils
basedsystems. F2 Associates are utilizing apulsed- isusually limited byextraction methods needed
repetition CO laser thatproduces a 2.5-cm diameter prior toanalysis.Supercritical fluid extraction2

beamwhich can be scannedacross a 30- × 100-cm (SFE) isfully portable and can be used to extract
raster and, when placed on arobot, can bedesigned samples for conventional chromatographicanalysis
to clean any surface that therobot can be or can be combinedwith IR to make an on-line
programmed tofollow. Causing little or nodamage extraction–detectionsystem.
to the substrate (concrete, steel, etc.) the laser
ablates the material to be removed from agiven An inexpensive,simple-to-operatefield
surface. Ablated material is then pulled into a instrument,consisting of SFEcoupledwith IR,
filtration and collection (VAC-PAC)system to intended for the extraction andanalysis of organics
prevent the hazardous substances from enteringinto at ppm detection levels, is beingdeveloped at the
the atmosphere. The VAC-PACsystemdeposits the EERC.This field method, based on SFEwith CO ,
ablated material into 23-gallon wastedrums,which ishighly accurate, rapid, and nonpolluting. Theunit
may be removed from thesystem without has applications in several EMfocus areas,
compromising theintegrity of the seal, allowing a including Mixed Wastes, forcharacterization and
new drum to be set up forcollection without leakage sensing and isexpected to be particularly useful as a
of the ablated material into theatmosphere. screening tool. The EERC has providedtesting

The EERC is supporting F2 Associates sector partnership development, access tofield sites,
development activities for their laser-based coating field testing, and deploymentsupport.
removalsystem in theareas of 1) on-line sensors for
cleaning optimization, 2) the development of a On-line SFE hasbeen coupledwith Fourier
surfacecleaningcost model tofacilitate the transform infrared (FT-IR) detection,based on a
comparison of competing decontamination fiber-optic interface in a prototype unit. An
technologies, and 3) the development of an agreement has been reachedwith Suprex
engineering handbook to facilitate design Corporation of Pittsburgh, a major SFE instrument
modifications for improvedunit decontamination. company, to commercialize the fiber-optic interface.

In the near term,activities arefocused on the June 1997.
development of strategies for on-line sensors and
preliminarywork on the costanalysismodel. The E. Preparation of Sampling, Analysis, and
addition of on-line sensors is particularly Availability Assurance Plans for the
noteworthy, because it providesessential capabilities Vortec Vitrification Demonstration
while resulting in significantoperational cost Plant (Proposed)
savings. First, on-line sensors optimize the cleaning
process byallowing a smallernumber ofiterations Vortec Corporation ofCollegeville,
on the survey-clean-surveycycle typicallyemployed Pennsylvania, has acontractwith METC to
in the removal of contaminated coatings from floors construct an $11million dollar, 30-ton/day
and walls in DOE facilities.Second,on-line sensors vitrification demonstration plant at thePaducah
offer the potential for real-time, in-situ chemical Gaseous DiffusionPlant inPaducah,Kentucky.
analysis ofcoatings, including radioactive Construction, initiated in thesummer of 1996, is
components, resulting inreducedassaycosts for slated to last through thesummer of 1997. The
waste materials collected by the VAC-PAC system. EERC is proposing to utilize its expertise in large-
Work on the design for aneasydecontamination scalequality assurance/qualitycontrol (QA/QC)
handbookwill take place in Year 3. planning todevelop a QA/QC sampling andanalysis

2

facilities, technicalsupport, support for private

The technologywill be turned over to Suprex by
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plan for the Paducah plant to ensure that the pollutant at DOE sites. The EERC,with its
emissions and the leachability of vitrifiedprocess industrial partner Baumgartner Environics
productsfall within EPA guidelines. In addition, the Incorporated, plans to develop and test an effective
EERC is proposing to develop a plan for reductive dehalogenation technology for the in situ
thermochemical equilibrium modeling and remediation of chlorinated hydrocarbons and in
laboratory testing to ensure that specific subsystems particularhighly chlorinated aliphatics, the most
operate assmoothly as possible. The planwill recalcitrant form of chlorinated hydrocarbon.
address several key areas,including glass viscosity Bubbleless gas-transfer technology,developed by
measurement and prediction, refractory corrosion, Baumgartner, is superior tosimilar technologies
and deposit formation in both gas and quench water because 1) it uses gas efficiently and 2) itperforms
recycleloops. without the generation of bubbles,which tend to

F. Calibration and Field Testing of a Fiber
Optic/Cone Penetrometer System for Phase 1 work,proposed for Year 3,will consist
Subsurface Heavy Metals Detection of laboratory testing with columnsutilizing aquifer
(Proposed) sediments and batch testing to determine kinetics,

The characterization of contaminatedsoil for FY 98, will include a fielddemonstration andwill
heavymetals can be expensive and time- consuming result in a Gate 5technology.
because of thehigh number of samples required to
effectivelyevaluate a site and the utilization of H. Remediation of Organically
laboratory chemicalanalysistechniques. Science Contaminated Soil Using Hot/Liquid
and Engineering Associates, Inc.(SEA), a METC (Subcritical) Water (Proposed)
industrypartner, is undertaking the development and
demonstration of aheavymetal sensor, based on the Semivolatiles constitute an important class of
integration of fiber-optic laser-induced breakdown pollutants on DOE sites, but current characterization
spectroscopy (LIBS) and cone penetrometry, that and remediation technologies are expensive, time-
can analyze the heavymetal content of the consuming, and often result in additional waste.
subsurface in real time in situ. A prototype is being The EERC has developed a cost-effective, clean
constructed in thefall of 1996, andfield testing is technology utilizing hot/liquid (subcritical)water for
scheduled for thefall of 1997. A Gate 5technology the remediation ofsoilscontaminatedwith organics
will result. such as PAHs, PCBs, and pesticides.

The EERC is proposing to provide 1) lab- Using theknowledge gained in laboratory tests,
oratory calibration and validation of the LIBSprobe, the EERC is proposing apilot-scale demonstration
2) development of multivariate models for (20–40 kg) ofthis technology. Flowrates, contact
subsurface matrix effects on theLIBS calibration, 3) times, andoptimal temperatureswill be determined
field testing of the LIBS/CPT system, and in additional laboratory studies. Thework will
4) comparison of theLIBS datawith data from produce a Gate 4technology suitable for field
conventional techniques. EERCcorecompetency testing and provide theperformance background
includes laboratories and facilities,LIBS expertise, needed to attract a commercial partner.
and data and expertise developed fromdealing with
heavymetal-contaminated sites.

G. Bubbleless Gas-Transfer Technology for
the in Situ Remediation of Chlorinated Under an EM Cooperative Agreementwith
Hydrocarbons (Proposed) METC, the EERC has instituted "hands-on" focused

Chlorinated hydrocarbons have beenwidely demonstrations that provides a vehicle forrapid
distributed in the environment, particularly in commercialization and deployment. The EERC
groundwater, and constitute an important class of plays a vitalrole in this process through itstechnical

block the aquifer.

and will produce a Gate 4technology. Phase 2, in

IV. Summary

technicalsupport, partnership brokering, andfield
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expertise, state-of-the-artfacilities, growingfamily V. Acknowledgments
of government and commercial partners, and access
to field demonstration sites.This approach removes Wewish toacknowledge Venkat Venkataraman,
the barriers between government and the private our METC Contracting Officer's Representative, and
sector and between the technologist and theclient Madhav Ghate,Director of METC’s Technology
EM sites. As a result, parties in the public and Base Projects Management Division. Key
private sectors can function astrue partners in the components of commercializationactivities in the
commercialization and deployment process. The EMprograminclude knowledge of the marketplace,
search for additional candidate technologies and technical expertise, and theability to forge
commercial partners is ongoing. partnershipswith industry and government.
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Table 1. Matrix of EERC Core Expertise and EM TechnologyNeeds
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Table 2. Current (Year 2) and Additional ActivitiesProposed for Year 3 Under the METC–EERC EM
Cooperative Agreement

Technology/Facility Partner Activity
Commercial

Centrifugalmembranefiltration SpinTek Testing and assessment; turbulencepromoter componentdesign
Membrane

Systems, Inc.

Field-portableunit for the To be Development, testing, and demonstration
thermal decomposition of determined
organic mixed wastes,
including resins

Automatedlaser-basedunit for  F2 Associates Development of on-line analyticalsensorsystems fortrace metals; economic
removal of contaminated assessment; laserunit decontamination design
surface coatings

Field SFE–IR andfield Suprex Development, testing, and demonstration of SFE/FT-IRsystems and afiber-
SFE/FT-IR for extraction and Corporation optic interface between the SFE and FT-IR instruments to allow real-time
analysis of organic pollutants analysis in the field.

Vitrification demonstration Vortec Qualityassurance plans for sampling, analysis, and availability assurance
plant, Paducah, KY Corporation plans (proposed)

Fiber-optic cone penetrometer Science & Calibration andfield testing(proposed)
system forsubsurface metal Engineering
detection Associates

Bubbleless gas-transfer Baumgartner Testing and demonstration(proposed)
technology for in situ Environics,
bioremediation of chlorinated Inc.
hydrocarbons

Subcritical (hot/liquid) water To be Testing and demonstration(proposed)
technology for remediation of determined
soils contaminated with
semivolatile organic pollutants


